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From Noon to Starry Night for piano and orchestra was
commissioned jointly by the Indianapolis Symphony
Orchestra, the Barlow Endowment for Music Composition,
and the Indiana University Jacobs School of Music to
celebrate the 100th anniversary of the founding of the
Indiana University Department of Music. The concerto
provides musical commentary on five poems by Walt
Whitman: Beat! Beat! Drums! – Blow! Bugles! Blow!; Give
Me the Splendid Silent Sun; Warble for Lilac-Time; The
Dalliance of the Eagles; and The Mystic Trumpeter. The
work is an outgrowth of Flights of Passage, a solo
composition I wrote in 1998 for the marvelous pianist
James Dick. From Noon to Starry Night expands the
scope of the earlier keyboard work (and its symphonic
companion from 1999, The Mystic Trumpeter), setting the
soloist against an orchestral background and adding a
fifth movement to the original four-movement plan. 
      Rather than merely reflect the general moods and
often sensual qualities of Whitman’s poems, I sought in
the concerto to parallel musically their overall formal
structures, organizing the compositional materials in each
movement in ways that would complement Whitman’s
cyclical presentation of ideas. Too, I attempted to amplify
the implied meanings present in each poem – and even to
create additional associations. This is accomplished in
part by the allusion to and quotation of passages from
well-known compositions having extra-musical narratives
that echo the spirit and content of Whitman’s verses. 
     Although the work is cast in f ive separate

movements, numbers one and four can be viewed as
introductions to and integral facets of the movements that
follow, joining them without pause. Thus, the concerto in
actuality assumes a three-part format. The two poems
that provide the programmatic impetus for the first large
section (respectively, Beat! Beat! Drums! – Blow! Bugles!
Blow! and Give Me the Splendid Silent Sun) appear in the
collection entitled Drum Taps. The former poem is a
stirring call to arms written in the first years of the
American Civil War. The music inspired by its martial

meters is isorhythmically constructed and is comprised of
two simultaneous and overlapping taleae – a talea being a
repeated rhythmic pattern, an ostinato of sorts, which may
have a melodic/harmonic component as well. The first of
these is played only by the timpani, while the other is
fragmented among the high instruments – upper
woodwinds and strings, trumpets, horns, and mallet
percussion. The low instruments and solo piano do not
participate in the ostinati, but rather challenge and provoke
one another as they form into a solid third element. 
      The poem Give Me the Splendid Silent Sun is
masterful in its reiteration of text and in the rhythmic
balance and symmetry of its lines. In the first of its two
stanzas, Whitman expresses an initial longing for Nature’s
“primal sanities”; but in the second, he rejects those
serene delights in favor of the turbulence of war-excited
city streets. The structure of the concerto’s second
movement mirrors this antiphonal contrast between the
poem’s stanzas. Because of the poem’s Transcendentalist
references, it also seemed fitting to use, as a sort of idée
fixe for the movement, the beginning phrase of Thoreau,
the final movement from Charles Ives’ Concord Sonata for
piano. Thoreau was, after all, the great man of Nature,
one who, in Ives’ own words, “sang of the submission to
Nature, the religion of contemplation, and the freedom of
simplicity.”
      The tripartite third movement (itself comprising the
second large section of the concerto) is inspired by the
poem Warble for Lilac-Time, a “jocund and sparkling”
spring song. The poem’s exuberant celebration of spring
brought to mind the glorious setting of Hermann Hesse’s
Frühling (“Spring”) by Richard Strauss as the first number
in his valedictory work, the Four Last Songs. Accordingly,
the final cadential chords of the orchestral accompaniment
to the Strauss song are adapted here as a sort of motto in
the first section of this movement.
      The second part of the movement is transitional in
nature and makes reference to various elements from the
opening section of the concerto. The piano’s lines from
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Drum Taps now appear in the orchestra in a modified and
occasionally distorted form, signaling the coming dark
mood of the movement’s third part. 
      Warble, despite its subject matter, appears in the
collection entitled Autumn Rivulets. The prevailing tone of
the poems in this group is one of wistful reminiscence in
the light of mature evaluation, a “remembrance of things
past” from the perspective of old age and decline. Implicit
is the idea that youth is overshadowed by age, love by
loss, happiness by despair – and spring by autumn. In
keeping with this concept, the music of the movement’s
concluding section draws its materials from Der Einsame
im Herbst (“The Lonely One in Autumn”), the second of
the six songs from Gustav Mahler’s cycle Das Lied von
der Erde (“The Song of the Earth”). Mahler’s song, a
setting of a Chinese poem translated into German, is a
poignant lament on the passing of beauty – and of life.
Thus, the hopefulness and vibrancy of spring, as
represented in Whitman’s poem by the lilac (“In somber
shadows, I dreamt long of your fragrance” – Hesse), are
now supplanted by loneliness and fatigue (“The flowers’
sweet scent is forgotten” – Qian Qi/Bethge). 
      The opening portion of the concerto’s third major
section is a musical evocation of The Dalliance of the
Eagles , one of Whitman’s most compressed and
elemental works. The poem describes what Whitman
assumed to be eagles mating in mid-air (actually, what he
witnessed was an act called taloning). The poem itself
provides the best description of the music, since this
fourth movement, this “gyrating wheel” of sound unfolding
in “tumbling turning clustering loops”, is the most obvious
example of “tone-painting” in the set.
      The final movement, Ecstatic Ghost, treats the long
poem The Mystic Trumpeter. The poem’s theme is
music’s inspiration. The first five stanzas summon forth
the “immortal phantoms” of past musicians, particularly
those from periods of history that are associated with
idealized or chivalric love (the “amorous contact” in
Dalliance here blossoms into something deeper). But in
the sixth stanza, a contrary theme is introduced – the
heralding of war, with its “deeds of ruthless brigands,
rapine, murder” (the “wild trumpeter” now becomes the

“shrill bugler” of Beat! Beat! Drums!). In the final canto,
however, after enduring “measureless shame and
humiliation”, humankind is redeemed, “a reborn race
appears”, “war, sorrow, suffering” are gone, and all is joy.
      The music of Ecstatic Ghost is a collage of sorts,
incorporating quotations (some distorted, some literal)
from four existing works: Charles Ives’ short tone poem
The Unanswered Question; the sprawling piano piece
Vingt Regards sur l’enfant-Jésus (“Twenty Contemplations
on the Infant Jesus”) by Olivier Messiaen; Music for the
Magic Theater by the late American composer George
Rochberg; and Reis Glorios (“Glorious King”), a song by
the medieval troubadour Guiraut de Bornelh. Each of
these quoted compositions entails distinct parallels, either
musical or literary, with Whitman’s poem. Ives’ The
Unanswered Question also imagines a kind of mystic
trumpeter, for it is a trumpet that repeatedly poses “The
Perennial Question of Existence” in that composition’s
programmatic scenario. Rochberg’s work evokes the
“Magic Theater” of Hermann Hesse’s Steppenwolf (a
novel that includes the line “I saw Moses, whose hair
recalled portraits of Walt Whitman”). The duality of human
nature (animalistic vs. spiritual) expressed in the final
cantos of The Mystic Trumpeter is also chronicled in
Steppenwolf. More significantly, the central figure in the
“Magic Theater”, as in Whitman’s poem, is the presence
of music (“music of the immortals”), music that is inherent
in all life, nature, and even memory. 
      Whitman’s invocation of love and joy (in the fifth and
eighth stanzas, respectively, of The Mystic Trumpeter)
resonates with Messiaen’s vision of divine love in the last
of the Vingt Regards. Whitman’s phrases “no other theme
but love … the enclosing theme of all” have a musical
complement in the Thème d’amour (“Love Theme”) of
Messiaen’s piece, and the utopian vision of a humanity
redeemed and joyful that is set forth in the final stanza of
the poem finds kindred expression in Messiaen’s
Triomphe d’amour et de joie (“Triumph of Love and Joy”).
The citations of these fragments from Vingt Regards sur
l’enfant-Jésus in my own work are particularly appropriate
in light of Whitman’s view of himself as the “American
Jesus” and the prophet of a new “American religion”.



      Less oblique, perhaps, than the aforementioned
references, is the appearance of an actual troubadour
melody underscoring in a very concrete way Whitman’s
vision of medieval splendor in the fourth stanza of his
poem. The text of this song by Guiraut is a prayer
beseeching God to guide the poet’s companion safely
home – a beautiful metaphor for Whitman’s life and work.

Aus Schwanengesang was composed in memory of Peter
Worsley, who at the time of his death was president of the
board of trustees for the North Carolina Symphony. The
commission came jointly from the North Carolina and
Canton Symphony Orchestras and was partially funded
through a generous gift from Nortel Networks, where 
Mr. Worsley had long been an executive. Before
beginning work on the piece, I met with Mr. Worsley’s
widow, Shirley, to learn as much as I could about the
man. During the course of our conversation, a single
subject continued to emerge: the sea. Both of the
Worsleys were born and raised in English seaside
villages. Mrs. Worsley’s father was a fisherman, and she
often helped him with his work when she was a young girl.
After the Worsleys were married, their favorite retreat was
their cottage on the Outer Banks of North Carolina. When
Mrs. Worsley wistfully described to me how she and her
husband would sit together for hours on the cottage deck
gazing at the Atlantic, I immediately recalled the Heine
Lieder from Franz Schubert’s Schwanengesang (“Swan
Song”). These six poems that comprise the second part of
Schubert’s song cycle contain images of the sea, of a
“fisher-maiden” – and of a love lost. In addition, as one of
Schubert’s last compositions, the cycle was itself a sort of
memorial work. Before my meeting with Mrs. Worsley was
over, I had determined that these songs would serve as
the point of departure for the commission.
      The fourteen songs published together by Tobias
Haslinger shortly after Schubert’s death as Schwanen-
gesang are not actually a unified collection. Although they
were part of a single manuscript, they, in fact, represent
two distinct groups: The first seven songs are settings of
poems by Ludwig Rellstab, while the next six set Heinrich
Heine’s poems (the entire cycle concludes with one lone

song on a text by J.G. Seidl). Over the past few decades,
a number of scholars have maintained quite persuasively
that these songs should be separated according to their
poets. Moreover, arguments have been made that the
Heine songs should also be returned to the order in which
they first appeared in Die Heimkehr (“The Homecoming”),
the poet’s own publication of eighty-eight poems, rather
than following the sequence in which they had been
published by Haslinger.
      In their original order from Die Heimkehr, the six
poems trace the emotional journey of an il l-fated
romance. In Das Fischermädchen, the narrator calls the
fisher-maiden in her boat to come to shore for a dalliance
with him. The story then moves forward in Am Meer (“By
the Sea”). The narrator describes how he and his beloved
sat together in silence near the ocean’s edge as she
wept. That poem’s final lines first reveal his current
torment (“My soul dies of desire”) and point to the cause
(“The wretched woman has poisoned me with her tears”).
Die Stadt (“The City”) depicts the mist-enshrouded town
where he lost his love. In Der Doppelgänger (“The
Phantom Double”), the narrator stands before the house
where the maiden once lived and is horrified when he
imagines that he sees a stranger in the moonlight whose
face mirrors his own pain. The mood is transformed in Ihr
Bild (“Her Portrait”) to one of denial, as the narrator
contemplates a picture of his beloved and can scarcely
believe that she is gone. In the concluding Der Atlas, the
tone shifts one final time to a hardened acceptance of
what must be. The narrator now sees himself as Atlas,
bearing the miseries of the world on his shoulders as his
heart breaks. This is the price of love, however, as a heart
that desires eternal happiness also risks eternal sorrow.
      These six Heine Lieder from Schubert’s cycle form
the programmatic and structural bases of my Aus
Schwanengesang. They are recast (sans voice) in my
own language and are expanded by the addition of new,
but related, material, thereby creating a reinterpretation or
“re-composition,” if you will, of Schubert’s set. Literal
elements of Schubert’s music emerge from time to time,
but most references are quite oblique. In my work, the
order of the songs – and, consequently, of the poetry that

generated them – adheres to that found in Heine’s original
publication, thus reflecting the “narrative” described
above. Too, the six reordered songs are compressed into
a five-movement structure – musical treatments of Am
Meer and Die Stadt combine in the second movement –
that follows the gradually darkening tenor of Heine’s texts.
      Two other facets of the score merit special mention.
In her description of her husband’s personality, Mrs.
Worsley told me that he had a “wicked,” droll sense of
humor and enjoyed practical jokes. Not surprisingly, his
favorite composer of art music was Haydn, whose works
are known (perhaps more than those of any other
composer) for their frequent inclusions of tongue-in-cheek
elements. Although the general character of Aus
Schwanengesang is quite serious, as would befit a
memorial piece, definite Haydn-esque qualities can be
found throughout.

      Secondly, in the f inal movement of Aus
Schwanengesang, I make direct reference not only to
Schubert’s Der Atlas, but also to the composition from
which Schubert unquestionably “appropriated” the song’s
main theme – Beethoven’s Piano Sonata, Op. 111, first
movement. I further allude to two other works that utilize
variants of the same motif: the last movement of Gustav
Mahler’s Symphony No. 2 and Franz Liszt’s piano
transcription of Atlas. Thus, from a single melodic idea,
generations of composers have derived inspiration, and a
musical line of descent can be traced from Beethoven to
Schubert, to Liszt, to Mahler, to the present.
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Marc-André Hamelin

Marc-André Hamelin’s musicianship and virtuosity have
earned him legendary status as a true avatar of the piano.
Long known for his exploration of unfamiliar pianistic terrain,
Hamelin is now recognized worldwide for the originality and
technical brilliance of his performances of the classic
repertoire. He has appeared repeatedly as guest soloist with
The Philadelphia Orchestra, the Cleveland Orchestra, the
philharmonic orchestras of New York and London, and the
symphony orchestras of Montreal, Boston, Chicago, and San
Francisco, among many others. In 2006, he was presented
with the German Record Crit ics’ Award for l i fetime
achievement, and, in 2015, he was inducted into the
Gramophone Hall of Fame. He has recorded some 70 CDs
for the Hyperion label, and the recording of his own highly
inventive 12 Études in all the minor keys was triumphantly
received in 2010. An Officer of the Order of Canada since
2003 and a Chevalier de l’Ordre du Québec since 2004, he is
also a member of the Royal Society of Canada. He presently
makes his home in the Boston area.
www.marcandrehamelin.com

Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra

Under the leadership of acclaimed music director Krzysztof
Urbański, the Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra (ISO) is
dedicated to performing concerts of the highest artistic quality,
offering accessible musical experiences for all ages, working
collaboratively to create powerful, enriching arts events, and
serving its community inside and outside the concert hall. In
the decades since its founding in 1930, the Indianapolis
Symphony Orchestra has emerged as one of America’s top
orchestras. Each year, the ISO attracts the finest musicians,
guest conductors, and artists from all over the world and
presents quality classical, pops, family, and holiday
programming to hundreds of thousands of people. The ISO
has received national and international acclaim with its radio
broadcasts, tours, and recordings and became the first major
orchestra with a resident ensemble (Time for Three).               
www.indianapolissymphony.org

Claude Baker

Claude Baker is Class of 1956 Chancellor’s
Professor of Composition at the Jacobs School of
Music at Indiana University, Bloomington, where he
is also the recipient of the university-wide Tracy M.
Sonneborn Award for accomplishments in the areas
of teaching and research. Prior to his appointment at
Indiana, he served on the faculties of the University
of Georgia and the University of Louisville, and was
a Visiting Professor at the Eastman School of Music.
In the eight-year period from 1991 to 1999, he held
the position of Composer-in-Residence of the St.
Louis Symphony, one of the longest such
residencies with any major orchestra in the country.
During this time he initiated numerous community-
based projects, the most notable of which was the
establishment of composition programs at multiple
grade levels in the St. Louis Public Schools. In
recognition of his contributions to the cultural life of
the city, he was awarded an honorary degree by the
University of Missouri-St. Louis in 1999.

      Baker earned his doctorate from the Eastman School of Music, where his principal composition teachers were
Samuel Adler and Warren Benson. The professional honors he has received as a composer include an Academy Award
in Music from the American Academy of Arts and Letters; two Kennedy Center Friedheim Awards; a “Manuel de Falla”
Prize from the Government of Spain; the Pogorzelski-Yankee Prize from the American Guild of Organists; the Eastman-
Leonard and George Eastman Prizes; BMI-SCA and ASCAP awards; commissions from the Koussevitzky Music
Foundation, the Fromm Music Foundation, the Barlow Endowment for Music Composition, and Meet the Composer
(now New Music USA); a Paul Fromm Residency at the American Academy in Rome; and fellowships from the John
Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation, the National Endowment for the Arts, the Rockefeller Foundation, the
Bogliasco Foundation, and the state arts councils of Indiana, Kentucky, and New York. 
      Among the many orchestras in addition to St. Louis that have commissioned and/or performed his music are those
of San Francisco, Atlanta, Pittsburgh, Indianapolis, and Nashville, as well as the New York Philharmonic, the National
Symphony Orchestra, the Orquesta Sinfónica de RTV Española, the Orquesta Nacional de España, the Musikkollegium
Winterthur, and the Staatskapelle Halle. Other ensembles include the Cleveland Chamber Symphony, the Esprit
Orchestra, the Voices of Change, the American Modern Ensemble, the Left Coast Chamber Ensemble, the Empyrean
Ensemble, Ensemble Connect, the Momenta String Quartet, and the Pacifica String Quartet (with pianist Ursula
Oppens). His works are published by Lauren Keiser Music and Carl Fischer, and are recorded on the Naxos, ACA,
Gasparo, Jeanné, IUMusic, TNC, and Louisville First Edition labels.
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Gilbert Varga

Gilbert Varga, son of celebrated Hungarian violinist Tibor Varga, studied under three
very different and distinctive maestros: Franco Ferrara, Sergiu Celibidache and
Charles Bruck. Renowned for his elegant and exceptionally clear baton technique,
Varga is acclaimed repeatedly for performances displaying a broad range of colors,
exquisite textures, and subtle use of dynamics. Varga has conducted many of the
major orchestras across the world including The Philadelphia Orchestra, the
Houston Symphony, Berlin Konzerthaus Orchestra, DSO Berlin, Oslo Philharmonic,
Royal Scottish National Symphony, and Royal Liverpool Philharmonic orchestras,
amongst others. Earlier in his career Varga held titled positions with the Hofer
Symphoniker, Philharmonia Hungarica and the Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra;
between 1997–2000 he was Principal Guest Conductor of the Malmö Symphony
Orchestra and between 1997–2008 was Music Director of the Basque National
Symphony Orchestra leading them on tours across the UK, Germany, Spain and
South America. In May 2013 Varga was appointed Principal Conductor of the Taipei
Symphony Orchestra. Varga’s discography includes recordings with several labels.

Juanjo Mena

Juanjo Mena has established a reputation as a major force on the conducting scene.
He has been Artistic Director and Principal Conductor of the Bilbao Symphony
Orchestra, Chief Guest Conductor of the Orchestra del Teatro Carlo Felice in
Genoa, and Principal Guest Conductor of the Bergen Philharmonic Orchestra. He
has held the position of Chief Conductor of the BBC Philharmonic since September
2011, with highlights including concerts both at home in Manchester and at the BBC
Proms, performances of Mahler and Bruckner symphonies, a Schubert cycle,
several acclaimed recordings and a number of worldwide tours. He has worked with
many prestigious orchestras across Europe, including the Berlin Philharmonic,
London Philharmonic, Orchestre National de France, Oslo Philharmonic, Münchner
Rundfunk Orchester, Royal Stockholm Philharmonic, Spanish National Orchestra
and the Danish National Symphony Orchestra. Since his debut with the Baltimore
Symphony Orchestra in 2004 he has conducted most of the leading orchestras in
North America, including the Chicago, Boston, Montreal, Toronto, Cincinnati and
Pittsburgh symphony orchestras, the New York and Los Angeles philharmonic
orchestras, the Cleveland Orchestra and The Philadelphia Orchestra. 
www.juanjomena.com
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Award-winning and much decorated
composer Claude Baker here entwines
his evocative soundworld with the
powerful imagery of two great poets.
Recorded in its premiere performance
with Marc-André Hamelin as soloist,
the Piano Concerto ‘From Noon to
Starry Night’ draws on and amplifies
the structures and meanings of five
poems by Walt Whitman, expressing
the heroism and darkness of war,
exuberant celebrations of nature and a
wistful ‘remembrance of things past.’
Aus Schwanengesang is a memorial
piece that expands and ‘re-composes’
the poignant Heine Lieder from
Schubert’s song cycle with oblique and
multi-layered references.

Claude
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   Piano Concerto ‘From Noon 
   to Starry Night’ (2010)*                 30:00

1  Drum Taps (for M.V.) – attacca:                       3:26
2  Silent Sun (for J.D.)                                       5:24
3  Lilacs (for L.S.) (Ever-Returning Spring – 
    Reprise: Drum Taps – Autumn Rivulets)       8:22

4  Dalliance (for T.B.) – attacca:                           1:01
5  Ecstatic Ghost (for M-A.H.)                           11:47

   Aus Schwanengesang (2001)          20:00
6  Das Fischermädchen                                        3:20
7  Am Meer/Die Stadt                                           4:57
8  Der Doppelgänger – attacca:                            3:43
9  Ihr Bild                                                               2:44
0  Der Atlas                                                             5:16
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